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December 5, 2018 (LifeSiteNews) – As the number of children identifying as
transgender skyrockets—over 4000% in the United Kingdom—experts are
beginning to highlight the fact that the relentless promotion and
mainstreaming of gender identity theory is triggering a social phenomenon.
In fact, many children are not even willing to wait for an overly-willing gender
identity clinic to take them on—an investigation by the Daily Mail has
indicated that a black market for sex change drugs has sprung up on the
Internet.
The Daily Mail found in the investigation, released on December 4, that they
could quite easily purchase a “range of transgender medicine,” without any
questions being asked, for as low as only twenty-five pounds. There are no
age-checks on those attempting to buy hormone drugs online, and there are
apparently an enormous number of online forums where children can explain
to each other how to order the drugs and which pharmacy sites are best to use.
In their investigation, for example, the Daily Mail found that they could
purchase a package of “male hormone blockers” with an “ordinary bank card”
from a pharmacy in Thailand with a price tag of only thirty-four pounds,
postage included. The pills were labeled as containing “natural oestrogen to
promote transgender breast growth.” It took the investigator less than a
minute to find the pills online, and there were no age requirements or
prescriptions needed to order them.
It wasn’t just one online pharmacy in Thailand, either. The Daily Mail found
another site in India where they found that they could purchase “sachets of
testosterone gel” called “Cernos,” which was being marketed as “transgender
hormone therapy for females transitioning to male.” On the order form, the
site did warn that the impacts of these easily-purchasable pills on girls, such
achieving a much lower voice, are “irreversible once they develop.” An
American site based out of Florida offered the Daily Mail Triptorelin, which
“acts on the pituitary gland to pause sexual development in boys and girls
reaching the early stages of puberty”—for only twenty-five pounds.
Even more sobering is the fact that these companies are cashing in on the
transgender trend because it pays: With the proliferation of “transgender
celebrities” on YouTube, Tumblr, and Reddit, transgenderism is becoming a

social phenomenon, which children thinking that it is “cool” to become
transgender. Some experts warn that children are being persuaded in
discussions in online chat rooms that they are transgender, even when they
are experiencing perfectly normal teenage angst. As a result, the waiting lists
for gender clinics are enormously long, and children are seeking ways to begin
transition on their own.
Children are not only purchasing these drugs on their own—something even
transgender activists say is extremely dangerous—they are having older
teenage friends purchase the drugs for them if they run into any problems.
One mother who believes her son was brain-washed by online transgender
propaganda found pills he had ordered from an American online pharmacy in
his bedroom. He had ordered “the female hormone oestrogen” and had begun
to develop breasts. They had simply been mailed to the local post office, and
he’d collected them on his own. The drugs were so cheap, the mother said, that
he could have purchased them with “his birthday money from Granny or
pocket money.”
Children are notoriously impatient, and with the wait lists for clinics growing,
many are now taking matters into their own hands. They have been persuaded
that they can be whatever gender they decide to be, and as such, they see an
irreversible sex change as their right. Children are mutilating themselves, and
they have been sold this ugly ideology by trans activists who still accuse any
parent who raises concerns of being a bigot. These activists are hurting kids,
and they should be kept as far away from them as possible. Unfortunately, for
the moment, their ideology is as ascendant as it is destructive.

